Influence of derivatives of oxyquinoline on state of histostructure as of insulin and zinc content in β-cells of the isolated pancreatic islets

Authors investigated the nature of the direct effect of the diabetogenic derivatives of 8-hydroxyquinoline (TSQ) on pancreatic β-cells in experiments on a tissue culture model of isolated pancreatic islets (IPI), which allows us to study the direct effect of target concentrations of investigated substance on cells, whereas in experiments on animals, the metabolism of a substance injected into the body with the subsequent effect of metabolites on β-cells is not excluded. In experiments with IPI of newborn rats, TSQ was added to the nutrient fluid; after cultivation, the material was fixed in Bouin liquid. Histological and highly specific histochemical methods specific for insulin and zinc in β-cells were used to assess the insulin content in β-cells and the state of the islet’s histostructure. Results. It was shown that the direct effect of TSQ on β-cells is accompanied by cell destruction and a significant decrease of insulin and zinc content (from 1.68–1.74 pu in intact islets to 1.04–1.18 pu in experience), which is the reason for the destruction of islets and the development of type 1 diabetes. When choosing research methods, the most complete results are obtained by using of a complex that includes two methods — histological or combining the properties of histological and histochemical and one of the histochemical specific method for insulin and zinc in β-cells. In manual selection of purified pancreatic islets, the number of damaged IPIs is several times less compared to the other methods.
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Introduction

Pancreatic islets of animals and humans contain a large amounts of deposited insulin in the form of complex with zinc [1–4]. Method of isolation of pancreatic islets using of collagenase proposed by R. Lacy, M. Kostianovsky in 1967 [5] has obvious advantages due to the possibility for investigation of direct effect of various concentrations of the investigated substance on the β-cells contrary to the model of animal experiments.

Objective of the study: in experiments with the direct effect of diabetic chemicals on isolated pancreatic islets to investigate the nature of direct effect of the one diabetogenic derivatives of 8-hydroxyquinoline on the state of histostructure and insulin content in pancreatic β-cells, as well as of zinc ions involved in the formation of β-cells of the deposited form of insulin [2]. There are parallelism between the content of insulin and zinc in β-cells [3, 6–8]. It is known that some antimicrobial drugs widely used in clinical practice includes containing 8-hydroxyquinoline derivatives as an active component of the some antimicrobial drugs. Its antimicrobial effect is determined by the ability of 8-hydroxyquinoline to form complex salts with metals, including zinc of the active part of bacterial enzymes which is accompanied by inactivation of enzymes and subsequent death of bacteria [7].

At the same time, the goal was to try to adapt the histochemical methods of staining insulin and zinc to the tissue model of isolated pancreatic islets in order to obtain high-quality results achieved when working with tissue sections of a fixed pancreas.

Experimental

Animals: 18 neonatal rats 4–5 days old.
Groups:
Group 1: intact isolated pancreatic islets.
Group 2: isolated pancreatic islets after pre-cultivation with 8-para(toluenesulphonylamino)quinolin [TSQ] 3.8 and 4.2 mg/100 ml.
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Group 3: isolated pancreatic islets after pre-cultivation with Dithizon, 5.0 and 5.2 mg/100 ml.

Isolation of pancreatic islets by collagenase according R. Lacy and M. Kostianovsky [5]. The pancreas tissue was disaggregated 3 times in 2% collagenase solution (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany), washing in Hanks solution. Selection of isolated islets using two methods: 1) separation in the density gradient of dextran; 2) manual selection. Pre-cultivation of the intact IA of control group for 1 h in RPMI-1640 nutrita medium (SERVA, Germany) with 5.5 mM of glucose and of fetal serum. In experimental groups islets were exposed for 20 min. in RPMI-1640 medium with 3.5–3.8 mg/100 ml of 8-para(toluene sulphamolylamino)-quinoline [TSQ] (IREA, Institute of Pure reagents, Moscow) and with Dithizon, 5.1–5.2 mg/100 ml. At the end of the exposure, islets were washed in Hanks solution after which — precultivation in fresh portion of RPMI-1640 medium. Fixation of islets in Bouin for 45–60 min.

Features of embedding of islets into paraffin. The main task was to prevent the islets from settling to the bottom of the container with paraffin, distributing them as evenly as possible vertically in the paraffin block. Staining of sections using two methods for insulin: aldehyde fuchsin («MERCK», Germany) [9–11] and fluorescent N,N’-Diethylpseudooisocyanine chloride («SERVA», Germany) methods [12–14]. Staining of zinc by specific histochemical luminescent reaction with 8-para(toluene sulphamolylamino)quinoline (TSQ) was used [6, 15–17]. For this reaction islets were fixed in 70º ethanol + H2S which ensures the conservation and fixation of zinc ions in β-cells. The content of deposited insulin and zinc ions in β-cells was measured by histofluorimetric method in relative units (r.u.) using of dependence of zinc concentration on fluorescence intensity of β-cells by calculation of parameter K [18, 19]. Immunohistochemical method for staining of insulin [20] using standard kits («DAKO», Denmark) was also used.

Calculation of the parameter K for Diethylpseudoisocyanine and TSQ luminescent methods for insulin and zinc ions in β-cells: K = IF1/IF2, where IF1 is intensity of fluorescence of β-cells; IF2 is intensity of fluorescence of β-cells of damaged isolated pancreatic islets. The direct dependence was used in the calculation: more intensive fluorescence of cytoplasm of β-cells correspond to the higher content of insulin and zinc in β-cells [19]. Calculation of indicators for light optical microscopy (aldehyde fuchsin method): K = AB2/AB1, where AB1 is absorbance by β-cells of intact isolated pancreatic islets of rat rats; AB2 light absorbance by damaged β-cells. An inverse direct relationship was used: the higher light absorption (color density) correspond to a large amount of insulin whereas low absorbance correspond to the low content of insulin and zinc in β-cells. For the quantitative assessment a histofluorimetric complex based on a light microscope and microphotographic camera with integrated diaphragm for selective photometry of islet β-cells [18, 19]. All data were calculated statistically using t-Student test.

Results

In sections of intact islets marked positive reaction for insulin and zinc in β-cells was demonstrated by all methods, the most demonstrative by using of N,N’-Diethylpseudooisocyanine and by aldehyde-fuchsin methods for insulin correspondly: 1.74 ± 0.03 p.u. and 1.72 ± 0.04 as by immunohistochemical methods — 1.70 ± 0.05 p.u. and for zinc — as 1.68 ± 0.03 p.u. (see Table). In islets treated by Dithizon and by TSQ, a marked decrease of the content as of insulin and zinc in β-cells was showed in comparison with β-cells of intact islets (see Table). Intact islets without any changes of the state of histostructure (see Fig. a–d). In islets treated by TSQ a marked histological changes were revealed as destruction and death of cells, pycnosis of nuclei in combination with marked decrease of insulin and of zinc content in β-cells by all methods.
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**Note.** p < 0.005 for all values.
Results showed that derivatives of 8-oxyquinolin induced like Dithizon destruction and death of β-cells and a marked decrease of insulin and zinc content in β-cells, which is involved in the formation of the deposited form of insulin in β-cells. The indicated changes were pointedly identified using of the all used histochemical methods (see Fig.). Meanwhile, we noted a reduced insulin content in β-cells of neonatal rats in compared with adult animal cells [18], which can be explained by the insufficient accumulation of hormone in β-cells by the 4–5-day neonatal period. Regarding the characteristics of individual methods, it makes sense to note the following. The widely used immunohistochemical method of staining insulin is high specific. Meanwhile this method is not very suitable for studying the state of the histostructure. The aldehyde fuchsin staining method has advantage over immunohistochemical technic regarding possibilities to investigate state of histostructure and of histotopography of deposited insulin in islets. Using additional staining by Halmi mixture, one can describe in detail the nature of the histological changes in the islets including state of α-cells, which significantly increases the value of obtained results. A relative disadvantage of the...
aldehyde-fuchsin method is that it is not strictly specific only with respect to insulin, since some hormones of the adenohypophysis are also stained with it. However, in relation to pancreatic islets, it can surely be considered specific, since other hormones are not produced in β-cells and only insulin can stain. As for the N,N'-diethylpseduosioisocyanine staining method, it is strictly specific for staining of insulin and highly sensitive, allowing, like the luminescent reaction to zinc to detect substances at concentrations of $10^{-7}$–$10^{-8}$ [1, 12, 17]. A relative disadvantage of luminescent methods is the use of intermittent slides prepared ex tempore, which dry quickly enough after painting. Based on all the many years of previous experience, the authors believe that is more preferable for this kind of research to use a pair of methods, for example, aldehyde fuchsin and N,N'-diethylpseduosioisocyanine or immunohistochemical technic. In the possibility to use only one staining method — the choice of the aldehyde fuchsin method is no doubt. Regarding selection of islets, authors prefer results obtained by careful manual selection of purified islets in which it is possible to have a culture containing no more than 1–3 % of the islets damaged during procedures of isolation, while when selection using a density gradient, their number can reach 8–15 % [5]. The use of such an insufficiently purified culture can significantly distort the results of the study.

**Conclusions**

1. The diabetogenic effect of 8TSQ, a derivative of 8-hydroxyquinolines, which causes destruction and death of β-cells with the development of type 1 diabetes, is determined by its direct damaging effect on β-cells that result destruction and death of cells.

2. Optimal is using of at least two staining methods of: aldehyde fuchsin for description in details of histological changes and at the same time for staining of insulin in β-cells and N,N'-diethylpseduosioisocyanine or immunohistochemical methods high specific for staining of insulin. In the absence of the possibility of using two methods, the choice of aldehyde fuchsin as the only one is not in doubt.
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Окшаулаган панкреатикдик әралдардың β-жасушаларындағы инсулин мен мырыштың кураымына және гистокүрұлымының жаңдайына өксінолинди түшіндірлік есері

Авторлар 8-өксінолинді (TSQ) диабетогенді түшіндірліктің ұйқы бөлігінің β-клеткаларындағы тікелей есер ету сипаттарын зерттетін әрекетті және концентрациясының әрекетті және есерін зерттету мүмкіндік беретін өксаулаган панкреатикдик әралдардан (IPI) тұзымның модификациялық модельінде зерттелген заттардың есерін зерттетуге мүмкіндік береді ал жандарлаң тәжірибедеңізда азага енгізілген заттар метаболизмсы теріске қолайлы қалыптастырылады. Жаңа тұзға екіесі бұлардың IPI тәжірибелерінде коректі ортага TSQ косылды; өсірілген кейін материал ғана сүйктықтанған. В-жасушалардың нәрсесінің кураымына және әралдардың гистокүрұлымының жаңдайын бағалау үшін β-жасушаларына инсулин мен мырышқа қатысты гистологиялық және жоғары мүмкіндік әдістердің қолданылуына жатады. Жасушалар бірдей құралынан бірден бірдің өсірілген бұларға өзінің құрылысынан оқшаларға өсірілген. Иксінолин/цинк тұқымы бір тікелей мүмкіндік береді, қалған сыйлықтар өксаулық мүмкіндіктеріне дәлел қолған.
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Влияние производных 8-оксихинолина на состояние гистоструктуры и содержание инсулина и цикла в β-клетках изолированных панкреатических островков

Авторами исследован характер прямого влияния диабетогенных производных 8-оксихинолина (TSQ) на β-клетки поджелудочной железы в опытах на модели культуры тканей изолированных панкреатических островков (IPI), которая позволяет изучить прямое влияние заданных концентраций изучаемого вещества на клетки, тогда как в опытах на животных не исключена метаболизация вводимого в организм вещества с последующим действием метаболитов на β-клетки. В опытах с IPI новорожденных крыс в питательную среду добавлен TSQ; после культтивирования материал фиксировали в жидкости Буэна. Для оценки содержания инсулина в β-клетках и состояния гистоструктуры островков использованы гистологические и иммуногистохимические методы в отношении инсулина и цикла в β-клетках гистохимические методы. Показано, что прямое воздействие TSQ на β-клетки сопровождается деструкцией клеток в большинстве островков и значительным снижением содержания в них инсулина и цикла, что является причиной разрушения островков и развития диабета 1 типа. При выборе методов исследования наиболее полные результаты даёт применение комплекса, включающего два метода — гистологический и сочетающий свойства гистологического и гистохимического и одного из гистохимических, специфических в отношении выявления инсулина или цикла в β-клетках. При мануальном отборе очищенных панкреатических островков количество поврежденных IPI в несколько раз меньше по сравнению с другими методами.
Известия альдегидфуксиновый метод, дигидросуданоцианиновый метод.
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